Multi-modality of pI distribution in whole proteome.
Multi-modality of pI distribution is a common feature in different whole proteomes. Some researchers considered it relate to the proteins with different subcellular locations, indicating the result of natural selection. We explored the pI distribution of predicted proteomes (including animals, plants, bacterium, archaeans) and random proteome [random protein sequences constructed according to the special amino acid composition and molecular weight (MW) distribution of human predicted proteome]. Our results suggest that the multi-modality is the result of discrete pK(R) values for different amino acids. Amino acid composition and MW distribution of a proteome also contributes to the specific pI distribution. Although protein subcellular location was related to pI value, our analyses revealed that comparing with the random proteome, neither the multi-modality phenomenon nor the distribution bias of pI values is caused by subcellular location. It seems that the multi-modality distribution is just a mathematical fun. The blank region near the neutral pI was caused by the absence of amino acids with neutral pK(R), and suggests that the selection of amino acids with ionizable side chain might be restricted by the requirement for a special pH environment during the origin of life. From this point of view, the special distribution was the result of natural selection.